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Editor’s Edicts
As you will read from
Lisa’s article later on, it’s
been a bit of a manic summer. There was a two
week period in August
when Anne and I went to 2
events ‘up North’ (Raby
Castle & Teesside Autodrome), a trip across to
the Isle of Wight for the
Garlic Festival, then CarFest South, plus in between
we managed to squeeze
in a trip to the Lake District for a few days to celebrate a wedding anniversary. Reports on these
(except the anniversary, of
course) will hopefully be
forthcoming in the next
issue of Bear Facts. There
seems to be little let up
too, with plenty of activity
still ahead in the next few
weeks.
In this edition we have two
(yes, two) reports on Paul’s
superb Gambol Weekend
at the Fat Lamb. It was so
good that two articles are
needed to cover it, one
from Paul’s perspective
and one from the point of
view of a regular punter
on the trip. If you haven’t
been on one of these trips
before, keep and eye out
for ads for the next one

which is going to take
place in early May next
year. It really is a very
enjoyable weekend as
you will read, so come
along next year.
Other reports have come
in from the Koala region
which has been extremely
busy, and I’m sure that
Huw is delighted that Trudi
is back from here gallivanting around the world,
to help keep a firm hand
on the tiller of the Koala
Bears.
We have a report from
The Polars on their annual
highly successful jamboree
at Thirlestane, however
Steve and Laura did take
the definition of a “Charity
Event” in a new direction.
They turned up in their
Healey having stopped
two thirds of the way between home and Thirlestane to fill up, only to discover that they had no
credit cards and no cash.
To return home meant they
would have run out of petrol, so they decided to
press on and hope that
some of their Bear friends
would help with a charitable donation - no chance.

Fortunately we did manage to dig them out of
their hole, and I’m sure
we’ll still get some more
mileage out of that episode too. Oh, and I promised not to mention it in the
mag.
Marcus reports on a successful charity event at
Middle Wallop which
seems to be going from
strength to strength. We
have a report from Albert
Dock at Liverpool, and the
small picture on the front
cover is from a little one
who is clearly having some
fun. The main picture on
the front cover comes from
Chumley this year and you
can find a report from this
event on Page 34.
Also, please note the message from Andy Cooke on
the inside of the back cover (Page 39) regarding
the regular Bear Essentials
email.

IN THIS EDITION
WE HAVE TWO
(YES, TWO)
REPORTS ON
PAUL’S SUPERB
GAMBOL
WEEKEND AT
THE FAT LAMB.

That’s it for now.
Happy reading, and even
happier driving.
Keith Borkett
editor@sportingbears.co.uk

PRINTING DEADLINES FOR BEAR FACTS
Winter 2016/17

Articles submitted by end November 2016

Magazine delivery early January 2017

Spring 2017

Articles submitted by end February 2017

Magazine delivery early April 2017
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BEAR FACTS
ChairBear’s Chatter
Well I promised myself,
and The Ed, that I would
be more timely in submitting my Bear Chatter this
time but alas here I am
still unpacking from Car
Fest and nudging the
deadline. It has been a
very busy summer.
Firstly to Thirlestane Castle, the day began very
early for us, we had my
Aunt staying with us from
America and we had
agreed to take her up to
stay with friends in Scotland for a week so we
combined this with attending the event. So we left
Cheshire, dropped Aunty
Wyn off somewhere between Edinburgh and
Glasgow and then arrived
at Thirlestane to be greeted with “great to see you,
can you do this interview
for BBC Scotland”!!!! With
no sign of a hair and
make-up team I then discovered that the interview
was to take place on a
Dream Ride. Please remember that at this point I
had just arrived and had
no idea of the route. So,
with some assistance, we
bundled a 6ft 6in sound
tech and a tallish cameraman into the back of the
Bentley Continental GT who knew that could be
done!! The man with the
mic got into the front and
off we went. The result
can be viewed on You
Tube but it was great fun
and well edited!!
Thirlestane Castle was a
wonderful event and incredibly well attended.
All of the passengers that I
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took out were very grateful to us for providing our
amazing Dream Rides, it
seems that that are a lot
of “car people” in Scotland but not so many
events. A massive thanks
to all of the Polar Bears
for all their hard work and
making us so welcome.
Next up came CarFest
North, I am always in awe
of the amount of planning
and co-ordination required for this event so a
huge thanks to Max and
his team for getting this
off the ground year after
year. Children in Need
imposed a restriction on us
this year, no unaccompanied under 16’s on dream
Rides. We were sure that
this would hit our target
total hard, and…..I am
sure that there is a detailed Car Fest North report further on.
In the name of experiencing as many Bears events
as possible this year myself, husband Bob and 13
year old son Huw embarked on an 8 day road
trip. We left home and
drove to the North East to
join in with Tony Beverley
and his team at Raby Castle followed the very next
day with his rides on track
at Teeside. What a great
couple of days. The local
Children’s hospice benefitted from Raby Castle and
then we saw quite of few
of them with huge grins
the following day at
Teeside. We then made
our way “down south” to
prepare for the London
event.
At this point I

would just like to say a
massive thank you to Rolls
Royce for their support in
the London Event and also
at CarFest. Everyone that
we have had the pleasure
of meeting through them
have been truly marvellous and an honour to
work with. As usual the
London event is very special and takes an incredible number of people to
make it happen.
Once we reluctantly returned our Rolls Royce we
headed off to Brighton for
a couple of day’s recovery. All in all a pretty
manic summer, a crazy
road trip, lots of smiles
and many pounds raised
for deserving causes,
thank goodness for a
large boot on the Bentley.
As always a massive thank
you to each and everyone
of you as even if you only
pay your membership fee
each year and cannot
make any events you are
still helping us all make a
difference to so many
lives.

Lisa Binfield,
ChairBear.
……..THEN ARRIVED
AT THIRLESTANE TO
BE GREETED WITH
“GREAT TO SEE YOU,
CAN YOU DO THIS
INTERVIEW FOR BBC
SCOTLAND”!!!! WITH
NO SIGN OF A HAIR
AND MAKE-UP TEAM
I THEN DISCOVERED
THAT THE INTERVIEW
WAS TO TAKE PLACE
ON A DREAM
RIDE…...

Lisa Binfield
chairman@sportingbears.co.uk

ViceChairBear
Wow, what a summer! I've
continued in my quest to
attend new events and
meet more members by
going to Bournemouth
Wheels, which was a new
event on the calendar and
taking the ESV (Event Support Vehicle) to Middle
Wallop where I had my
first breakdown to assist
with. Most helpfully the
(Continued on page 18)

Jo Parish,
Vice ChairBear.

Cheshire Classic Cars is one of the leading classic car specialists in the UK, with a worldwide
customer base. We provide sales, service and restoration of classic prestige, competition
and high performance cars from our premises near Chester..

We are delighted to have been closely associated with Sporting Bears in recent years, and
will continue to provide whatever support we can to your activities in the future.

BEAR FACTS
Membership Report
Well we are now up and
running with Membermojo,
the on-line membership
joining and renewal system, and by and large it
has been a fairly smooth
switch over.
I apologise to those people
who were inconvenienced
by my failure to realise
that to make a payment using a credit or debit card, it
was necessary first to select ‘Pay with PayPal…’ and
then ‘Check Out as a Guest’. Quite a convoluted way to
get to the screen which allows the input of card details.
Once I corrected the way I had set up the payment
screens, things went much more smoothly.
The other main glitch occurred when renewal payments
were made on-line, even though standing orders were in
place. I think we have got all the refunds sorted out
now! If you do pay by standing order, select ‘Pay with
cheque, BACS or standing order/Standing Order’ and
all will be well.
Because of the new system there are one or two changes in the ways things work:

Previously all members of a family membership
shared a membership number; now each member
of the family gets their own number. As before
only one member of the family receives communications and a magazine – he or she is deemed
the Active Member, the others are Linked Members.

Previously the membership year began on the 1st
day of January, April, July or October – and the
first year’s membership could run from 12 to 15
months to sync. with these dates. Renewal invita-







tions were sent as a paper insert in a Bear Facts
posting. The membership year now begins on the
day of joining and a renewal invitation is sent by
email in the month before the membership expires. (Special arrangements are in place for
members who choose do not use email).
Previously a handwritten membership card was
included in the next Bear Facts posting. Now a
pdf file in Membermojo’s ‘Your membership’ section allows a paper membership card to be printed immediately after renewal, if required.
If anyone would like to have a hand-written card,
as before, these are still available on request.
Just send me an email. If you want your card(s)
before the next issue of Bear Facts hits the door
mat, please send me a stamped addressed envelope.
Previously the database could be viewed and
amended only by the Membership Secretary.
Now amendments can be made by members
themselves, by the membership secretary and by
the Club officers (Chair, Vice-Chair, Secretary &
Treasurer). Read-only access is also given to area reps. and other event organisers.

Membership numbers. Recently, we have had quite of
lot of members allowing their memberships to lapse –
which is regrettable. Fortunately we are also experiencing a surge in new members; we currently have 710
Active Members and 376 Linked Members (end of August 2016).

Hilary
membership@sportingbears.co.uk

Welcome to all the recent joiners:
Dan Hughes & co-drivers

Wargrave, Berks

Andy Pegg & co-drivers

Farnham, Surrey

Tristan Glass

Poole, Dorset

Damian Rigby

Garston, Merseyside

David Howard

Reading, Berks

Steve, Jessica & Kate Carter

Llanrhaeadr-Y-M, Powys

Stuart & Louise Etherington

Woking, Surrey

Andrew Chatham

Cofton Hackett, Warwicks

Keith Boxer

Alderley Edge, Cheshire

Ashley Meson, Tom Smith &
Lisa Robinson

Darlington, Co Durham

Scott Reid

Bordon, Hants

Peter Humphreys

Tarporley, Cheshire

Chris & Naomi Turton

Shrewsbury, Shrops

Tim Burks

Swindon, Wilts

Matthew Chapman

South Bexley, Greater
London

Gavin, David, Jacqueline &
Sophie Allen

Worcester Park, Surrey

Sean Williams

Sevenoaks, Kent

Keily Page

Kingsley, Hants
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Membership Report (cont’d)
Matt Rossetti

Winterborne Kingston,
Dorset

James Mortimer

Stoke-Sub-Hamdon, Somerset

Andrew Davies & Sharon
May

Swansea

Ben Wicken

Orpington, Greater London

Stuart Thompson

Reading, Berks

Matt Levett

Dartford, Kent

Richard Betteridge

Deddington, Oxon

Chris & Lisa Hyde

Leigh-on-Sea, Essex

Adam Fawsitt

Chippinghurst, Oxon

Colin Taylor

Milton Keynes, Bucks

Daniel Wade

Darlington, Durham

Andrew Inkersole

Potton, Bedfordshire

Marc Payne

Bishops Stortford,
Herts

Tim Robinson

Royal Wootton Bassett,
Wilts

Adam Delaney

Hartlepool, Cleveland

Alex Barr

Basingtoke, Hants

Simon Glew

Clipston, Leics

James Shipperley

Poole, Dorset

Noel Hendry

Dunstable, Beds

Sheridan Williams

Leighton Buzzard, Bucks

Raymond & Elaine Smith

Higham Ferrers, Northants

Nick & Lyn Bolton

Pertenhall, Beds

Kyle Hewitt

Runcorn, Cheshire

Samantha & Georgina Locke

Chester, Cheshire

Tim Rodda

Southampton, Hants

Jon Palin

Andover Down, Hantsw

David Shepherd

Huddersfield, W Yorks

Steven & Nicola Summers

Redditch, Worcs

Craig Russell

Perth, Tayside

Paul Gardner

Hatfield, Hertfordshire

Andy Silence & Dawn Savage

Kettering, Northants

Myk Blackwell & Debbie Foxley

Ellesmere Port, Cheshire

James Tetherton

Epping, Essex

James Smith

St Albans, Herts

James Hickey

Highbury, London

Peter Hannan

Sandown, Isle of Wight

David Southerton

Redditcch, Worcs

David Lindsay

Weymouth, Dorset

Alex Maycroft

Bridgwater, Somerset

Steve Hales

Worthing, W Suusex

Charlotte Mott

Finchampstead, Berks

Fran & Liz Hayes

Milton Keynes, Bucks

Sharon & Stephen Rose

Rochester, Kent

Paul & Becci Larkham

Overton, Hants

Rob Bentley

North Hykenham, Lincs

Lee, Alex, Lauren & Sophie
Cripps

Thatcham, Berks

Sean & Christopher Dorgan

Crosby, Merseyside

Keith Holden

Lyme Regis, Devon

David Craig

Rowlands Gill, Tyne &
Wear

Paul Vogel, Allison Barrie,
Jamie & Emma Vogel

Ascot, Surrey

Fiona Easterby

Southampton

Malcolm Bone

Orpington, Kent

Peter Lambert

Clapham Park, Beds

Mark & Steph Ledger

Chesham, Bucks

Ray & Sue Hill

Wimboldsley, Cheshire
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BEAR FACTS
Sporting Bears Motor Club goes the extra mile
Sporting Bears Motor Club goes the extra mile
for ‘Echoes’ Stratford upon Avon Young Carers.
The Sporting Bears Motor Club presented
‘Echoes’ at The Shakespeare Hospice with a
cheque after a successful day of fundraising at
the Stratford upon Avon Festival of Motoring.
Despite the rain on the first Sunday in May,
they raised £550 to support ‘Echoes’ Stratford upon Avon Young
Carers.
The Sporting Bears Motor Club welcome owners of classic saloons
and sports cars to enjoy driving whilst also raising money for children’s charities in the UK. On this occasion , The Sporting Bears
Motor Club chose The Shakespeare Hospice to support.
‘Echoes’ and The Shakespeare Hospice would like to say a big
THANK YOU to The Sporting Bears Motor Club team for their generous donation and support.
Hayley Roberts

SEE MIDLANDS BEARS REPORT ON
PAGE 22
Page 8
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BEAR FACTS
GAMBOL FREE...or...Trials and Tribulations of a Tour Organiser
The Gambol Free is rapidly becoming a rapidly
receding memory, so I thought I had better get
some thoughts down on paper before it’s gone altogether (it doesn’t take long these days). This was
the tenth Bears event to be run from the Fat Lamb –
Capers and Gambols combined – and I was determined this year to be more organised than before.
I began by canvassing as many of the usual suspects as I could corner at the NEC and elsewhere to
determine the date most suitable to all concerned.
After setting and then changing it twice we finally

settled on the weekend of the 21st May as being
available for everybody…………, or so I thought,
sorry about that Nev (note to prospective tour organisers – pick a date and then just stick to it).
Anyway, Gambol Free has come and gone and life
is slowly getting back to normal. As ever, at this
point in time, there is a certain amount of “What the
hell was I doing before the Gambol took over my
life” – but I’m sure I’ll soon get back into the swing
of things. Hotels need running, cars need either
driving or re-building, holidays need to be taken,
grandchildren need to be spoilt – the usual threads
of my existence which all weave together into my
own personal rich tapestry of life.
The planning and preparations for this year’s Gambol weren’t too arduous. We did have one small
hiccup when we discovered that our route clashed
with the Windermere marathon at a couple of
points with associated road closures and delays, but
after a bit of frantic re-routing we managed to
avoid any major clashes – and finished up with a
more interesting route in my humble opinion.
My main problem lay with ensuring I had a car to
do it in. As many of you may already know, the
Jaguar succumbed to the December floods in KenPage 10

dal – not all of it thank goodness, the main body of
the car being safely aloft on the four post lift, but
the front axle, engine and gearbox plus all the ancillaries were submerged leaving me with quite a
major clean up and re-build operation for later in
the year. No problem of course, that’s why I run
two classics so I need never be without a suitable
vehicle…only I’d bought a nice new alloy sump for
the Healey and chose to fit it this spring. Naturally
I did the sensible thing and just checked out the big
end bearing whilst the sump was off – just to be on
the safe side. Which is how I found
myself with two engines in bits, in the
run up to the Gambol.
Of course, man logic dictated that
we take this “opportunity” to make
one or two little improvements whilst
we were on with the re-build. However, with a week or so to go, the
Healey was back up and running,
just in time to get the engine run in
and iron out the teething problems which were thankfully very few –
and we were ready to Gambol Free.
We didn’t have any major incidents or problems on
the tour as such – admittedly Steve Chant’s MR2
radiator did decide to call it a day and disgorge
its content all over the floor at one point – but it

AUTUMN 2016
Gambol Free (cont’d)
chose the entrance to Beamish to do so, leaving just
a short free wheel down the hill to the car park,
where within minutes a replacement was sourced,
the RAC man dispatched to collect it whilst the radiator was removed, and just two hours later Steve
was up and running again. We Bears are nothing,
if not resourceful.
In addition to the auction on Saturday night, it was
also our Fancy Dress evening – this year’s theme

being “Ghosts and Ghouls and all things Horrid.”
Now I should explain here that the apparently random theme was based on the fact that our original
weekend would have included Friday the 13th –
however that subtlety was somewhat lost when we
moved the date a week later. Not that it mattered
– our Gamboleers as usual rising to the occasion,
and a very frightening spectacle it was.
Was the weekend a success? Well from the fundraising aspect of things, I think we can claim it was,
with a little over £2,300 raised for this year’s chosen charity – the Rainbow Trust. When you consider
that a good proportion of this comes from the forty
or so Gamboleers taking part, in what is essentially
intended to be a social weekend, then I for one
have to take my hat off to you all and salute your
generosity.
I should also like to acknowledge the similar generosity of all the businesses and individuals who contributed to our efforts with a wonderful array of
donated items for our auction. We had some very
good quality things up for auction this year, some
of which proved to be real bargains, so I hope all
those who bid and won have at least gained some
benefit from the experience – if not you’ll just have
to blame that smooth talking auctioneer.
The active participation of two representatives from
the charity brought a welcome addition to this
year’s proceedings, and I know Marie and Kate

thoroughly appreciated our efforts and more importantly enjoyed themselves into the bargain. Marie has even indicated a desire to repeat the experience – despite acting as my navigator in the Healey throughout Saturday.
As to whether we succeeded in our goal of providing an enjoyable social weekend for fellow Bears
to get together and make new friends and renew
old acquaintances – I will leave that for others to
judge. I certainly enjoyed myself and
the feedback so far has been quite
positive. So much so in fact that plans
are already underway to host another
event – Gambol Forth – keep your
eyes on the events diary for that one.
My thanks once again to all those who
participated, your support makes it all
worthwhile. I hope to see as many of
you as can make it again next year
together with a good many new faces if possible.
Whilst our fund raising efforts go from strength to
strength, we should not lose sight of the social aspect of the club – an important aspect of the original concept of the Bears…… Oh, and would someone please, pleease, pleeease organise a social
weekend somewhere else in the country, so I can
attend and drive a route I don’t already know.
Happy motoring,
Paul Bonsall (aka Grizzly Bugger Bear).
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BEAR FACTS
KOALA BEARS REPORT
Between the Victoria Education Centre event at the end
of May and the Supercar event at the beginning of July
we had an unusually quiet June. It was never intended
to be that way but originally the Supercar Event was
planned to be for the same weekend as Goodwood
Festival of Speed so a change of date was inevitable.
Suddenly July became a very busy period with the Supercar Event, Arundel Classics at the Castle, Naomi
House at Middle Wallop and right in the middle of this
period, I was off to Derry, Northern Ireland to see Trudi
as the Clipper Round the World yachts arrived for their
penultimate stop prior to arriving back in London.
After I saw some interesting photos on the Sporting
Bears Facebook page I knew we had to bring something new to the Supercar Event and after discussions
with the Supercar Event Committee, finally confirming
availability and funding we were able to bring the
Sporting Bears liveried Race Truck to the Supercar
Event and what a statement it made.

We had a manic start to Saturday due to the effort
required to setup the awning up on the truck but without
Stuart (the driver) and Rob (race team mechanic) it
would have been much worse. It was a solid effort from
the drivers with the awning and even more so from the
booking desk and garage team to get us back on track
and ready to run. The English summer still managed to
get the last laugh - Saturday was a mixture of sunshine
and heavy showers. The benefit of a big awning soon
showed with us becoming a magnet for those wishing to
shelter from the rain and the pretty constant wind. Saturday just seemed to be slower even on the track with
many people seeming to have put a visit on Saturday
on hold hopefully to take full advantage of what was
forecast to be a better Sunday. Saturday also was the
first time that we had been able to do a few laps of
the Dunsfold track during the quiet lunch time period.
The weather wanted to have something to say about it
and as we started lining the cars up for the laps the
heavens
opened which
led to some
interesting
laps on the
track before
everyone
returned to
the
prime
effort
of
Dream Rides.
Our Saturday
could
definitely have
been busier
but it was a
good day all
round.
Sunday was
a much easier

The Bears ready to go...
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….and now in full swing

AUTUMN 2016
KOALA BEARS REPORT (cont’d)
Huw post-interview with Richard Davis from the Supercar
Event organising team.

A view from the sightseeing helicopter of the west end of the Supercar Event it’s amazing how the truck stands out. Photo courtesy of
Elite Helicopters.
start to the day without the struggle to assemble the
awning and we also had a few more drivers for the
day as well. The weather was much more stable with
the wind being significantly less fierce. The rides kicked
off much quicker and soon we were getting lots of cars

out on the road. In fact it was much more obvious that
there were more visitors about. The track seemed to

have a good
selection of
cars and due
to the addition of some
a ttr a ct i ve
Sporting Bears cars for the Sunday, the Lamborghini
Huracan always proves to be popular and was
quickly fully booked, we were up and running. What
a day it was and almost all the cars wanted to get
out on the lunchtime track laps - we were even able
to share the experience with some additional passengers so most of the cars went around full.
By mid afternoon on Sunday we had filled many of
the available slots up to the end of the day and finished having achieved a better total than the 2015
result which still managed to keep the Bears as the
highest fundraisers other than the track.

(Continued on page 14)
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BEAR FACTS
KOALA BEARS REPORT (cont’d)
From the manic nature and intensity of the Supercar
Event we moved on to the Classics at the Castle car
show at Arundel Castle. Without doubt our most picturesque location and as last year we started in damp
and drizzly conditions. We moved the booking tent to a
much more obvious location for the castle visitors this
year so that even in damp or wet conditions the visitors
heading to the castle or the cafe would have to see us.
We initially had a couple of cars with the gazebo but
still struggling to entice the public to take rides we
moved all 9 cars down to the gazebo. This left us with a
short drive through the castle grounds to the exit gate
but it worked - suddenly more visitors were taking an
interest in the cars we had for rides.
Two very different scenes, the top one was setting up in

the drizzle and the one below a stunning afternoon with
the cars moved down to our location. Due to the constraints of operating within the castle the efforts of all

Trudi’s boat UNICEF heading
through Tower Bridge prior to
returning to the marina.

Clipper Round the World yacht race. A very
busy period with 2 stopovers, the first in Derry,
Northern Ireland in the middle of July and then
Den Helder, Netherlands at the end of July and
the start of the final race back to the UK finishing
in Southend. Trudi’s yacht Unicef crossing the finishing line around 01:45 on the Saturday morning about 3 hours before they had to start the

our helpers, particularly Mike and Helen Webber who
marshalled the cars from the gazebo up to the exit
gate, was especially important and in the afternoon we
had an amazing run and some amazing smiles.
July ended for the Koala’s with the return of Trudi to the
organising team as she finally finished her part of the
Page 14
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KOALA BEARS REPORT (cont’d)
procession up the River Thames to Tower Bridge and St
Katharine’s Dock mid-morning on the Saturday.
Cowley Car Show was next on the Koala’s Dream Rides
list and was supported thanks to the help of both the
Shire Bears and Midlands Bears with Mike Gardner

recruiting drivers and providing help for the event. The
event was raising money for SeeSaw a local to Oxfordshire charity who through other events we have supported over a number of years. Cowley, as previously,
provided us with a challenging audience, the event is
the “classic” type - bring your car and have a wander
round all the other cars, so it is great to watch some
older classics and the newer becoming classics. Ultimately, even though it was a slow event we still managed to raise £347 for SeeSaw.
As a result of our efforts at the Classics at the Castle
car show at Arundel Castle we were approached to
provide Dream Rides at the Arundel Festival at the end
of August. This time we were to be running out of the
High Street which was due to be closed for the each of
the days over the weekend bank holiday for the festival. One of the first challenges was how to do the ga-

zebo because not only would it be on the road, the
High Street at Arundel is on a reasonably steep hill and
with the ever present threat of thunderstorms following
the period of hot weather we had recently experienced. Additionally, and adding to the challenge of
running this event, it fell right in the middle of Carfest
South which is well supported by the usual Koala members. The Sporting Bears members delivered in the end
and we managed to get a very good selection of 10
cars. The timings of the road closures allowed us to get
the drivers briefing and a route sighting lap completed
before we were properly set up for an 11am start.
Photo’s courtesy of Clive Ford. The incline on the High
Street is nicely shown in the pictures.
We started booking rides almost as soon as the road
closed and were still receiving requests at gone 5pm
but by this time most of the available slots had been
taken. It was a fantastic first visit, very well received
and the selection of cars for the event was just perfect.
It was very clear during the course of the day that we
did supply plenty of smiles for the public and in doing
so raised a fantastic £1465 for the Arundel Riding for
the Disabled school.
In a day of firsts we still managed to achieve an event
we hope never to experience again, a rather large
white van decided to roll down the hill towards our cars
and only the willingness of the people in Arundel close
to the van, who were prepared to jump in and stop it
rolling, saved what could have been a rather unfortunate experience all round.
Do you attend and event that might suit Dream Rides?
Do you want to run your own event? Please let Trudi
and I know and we will do what we can to help out.
Either via koalabears@sportingbears.co.uk or trudimbubb@gmail.com or by phone, Huw 07941
575465 or Trudi 07946 431477.

Both photos courtesy of Clive
Ford. The incline on the High
Street is nicely shown.
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BEAR FACTS
FACEBOOK - by Stacey Taylor
of the story. I will be keeping my
eye on all the posts and goings on
to make sure that the page remains
a place where we can celebrate the
great work and fun times we have
as Sporting Bears.
To find the new central page,
search on Facebook for ‘Sporting
Bears Motor Club’ or just click on the
Facebook icon on the website. You
can also find other pages, including
the page called ‘Sporting Bears’.
These are the regional pages hosted by our regional reps and they
will keep you informed of the goings on with your local Bears community.

The Bears have a new central Facebook page, designed to be a central page that shares Bear stories
from across the regions and keeps
our members up to date with Bears
goings on. On this page, we’ll keep
you up to date with upcoming

events and share stories from the
events put on across the regions.

Stacey Taylor
This page is public and anyone can
post on it, so if you’ve been to a
Bears event, post your photos or
videos onto the page and be part

CAPTION COMPETITION
This one is taken from Raby Castle - it’s actually from last year rather than this year, but
don’t tell Tony - he’ll never realise.
I also won’t mention any names of individuals
who sent this in and suggested it for the
Caption Competition - thanks Max.

I wonder who is looking rather smug in the
background, having already successfully deployed by the looks of it?
Emails to me at editor@sportingbears.co.uk
Cheers,
Keith
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So, find us on Facebook and remember to ‘Like’ our pages to see
new posts as they happen.

AUTUMN 2016
CAPTION COMPETITION RESULTS
Thanks to everybody who
joined in the fun this time.
There were one or two entries
that I could not publish, but
there was a good selection
nonetheless.
Peter Robinson suggested:
“OK then, YOU gotta BANG
your own HEADS together!!! Cuz
these days I'm NOT allowed
to !!!!!”
Mark Phillips mentioned:
“Now here ladies and gentlemen
is a prime example of what happens when you decorate your
ear defenders with Velcro”
or
“The very best bit about Sporting Bears are the
group hugs”
Kent Thompson thought it could be:
“Come to Daddy Bear”
or another possibility of:
“We’ve got the Personal Protective Equipment on,
but shouldn’t we have gloves too?”

Regular entrant Tony Abbiss came out with:
“NOW do you believe me?”
along with an alternative of:
“You should have seen the one that got away”.
But the winner, and now for two magazines in a
row, is Mark Phillips with:
“Whenever I sew plastic nipples on my Hi Vis, this
happens!”
What do you know Mark, two wins on the trot and
still no prize. Ain’t life just like that????

SHIRE BEARS

A group of members meet regularly in the Northamptonshire area. If you
are interested in coming along, we get together on the second Thursday of
each month at the Overstone Manor at 8.0pm. The pub is in Ecton Lane, Sywell and the postcode is NN6 0BB.
All are welcome.
Email: Dave at shirebears@sportingbears.co.uk or call 07901 501578 if you
need more information.
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BEAR FACTS
SPORTING BEARS WEB SITE
Have you had a look at the web site ?
Got any ideas you would like to put forward ?
Please go online at sportingbears.co.uk and let me know what you think.
I am now looking after the day to day operation of the site with a lot of help from Mark Preece.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mike Norton for all the time and effort he has put in over the
years with the original site, it will be a hard act to follow.
Andy Cooke
01604 870701 or webmaster@sportingbears.co.uk

Chairman’s Chatter (cont’d)
(Continued from page 4)

car came to me - if only more were like that. I
would also like to thank Neville for his invitation to
Kimbolton Country Fayre. Lisa and I thoroughly enjoyed our day there.
A lot of my summer has been focused on London
Dream Rides to Greenwich, liaising with the charities, our event partners and of course the amazing
families. This year the families had been nominated by the Education Centre for Children with Down
Syndrome, Me & Dee, Scotty's Little Soldiers, SSAFA, Royal Navy & Royal Marine Children's Fund,
Erb's Palsy, Children's Adventure Farm Trust and the
Naval Families Federation who had been personally nominated by our hosts Greenwich Hospital. A
great day was had by all, do look out for photos in
the Bears' gallery and a report from Max.
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Finally, a reminder about the two positions becoming vacant at the AGM in February. If you have
any questions about either the role of Membership
Secretary or Club Secretary or would like to register your interest please do get in touch.

Jo Parish
vicechairman@sportingbears.co.uk

AUTUMN 2016
NORTHERN GAMBOL THREE - Fiona Davies
Gambol Three was the first of Paul's events Mike
and I were able to attend - albeit for only 2 of the
3 days - but we were looking forward to it nonetheless. We chose to take the recently acquired Mazda
MX-5, aka Colin, to put some miles on the clock and
to see how he handled over the country roads. We
arrived about 4 o'clock to find that the other members of the Edinburgh contingent - Tony and Iris
along with Brian and Helen - were already settled
in. We duly signed on and were immediately
"encouraged" to enter the Name the Car competition. This proved to be a very challenging test of
people's car recognition skills and sometimes involved standing on the furniture to get a better look
at each of the
numerous model cars housed

time. Within 24 hours some of these people would
be completely unrecognisable - but more of that later!
The instructions for Saturday morning were that the
first car would leave at 8.45 am and the last had to
be away no later than 9.15am so it was a fairly
early start. Heavy overnight rain began to clear as
Angela gave us our Route Book for the day and I
had the embarrassment of not being able to find the
button to press to set the trip meter! Forty miles later
we were pulling up at Eggleston Hall Gardens for
our coffee stop and the first of the cars - a TVR required some attention. Our main stop of the day
was at Beamish Museum but before exploring the
fascinating and extensive site we set off in search of
water for Steve and Jane's Toyota MR2 which had

in a glass fronted case. No opportunity to cheat there then!

Meanwhile Paul was sitting in the bar, needle in
hand, stitching a rubber mat to the Healey carpets
to cover up the areas which were wearing through.
Nothing to do with heavy braking, of course. Prior to
the delicious evening buffet we had the opportunity
to meet up with familiar faces, many of whom had
journeyed Northwards to attend the 25th Birthday
celebrations, and to meet other Bears for the first
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BEAR FACTS
NORTHERN GAMBOL THREE - (cont’d)
dumped the contents of its radiator, conveniently at
the top of the hill on the way in to our parking area.
The RAC were duly called and whilst the patrolman
went to pick up a replacement Steve removed the
old radiator and the whole operation was successfully completed within an amazing 2 hours. Not bad
for a Saturday afternoon in the North East! Our af-

ternoon route took us uphill and down dale and uphill again to Hartside where cars and their occupants
enjoyed a well deserved rest and refreshment before a dash back to the hotel to prepare ourselves
for the night ahead.
At the appointed hour the Ghosts and Ghouls and
all things Horrid began to gather in the
bar. As always Paul sets the standard,
this year he was barely recognisable as
Zaphod Beeblebrox from The Hitchhiker's
Guide to the Galaxy. There were at
least 4 Count Draculas, a number of
witches (without cats and broomsticks)
along with several Goths and Ghouls.
We let the side down by forgetting to
pack the white face powder. The bar
staff also entered into the spirit of the
occasion and everyone, whether they
were "normal" or "other worldly" enjoyed the atmosphere. The superb dinner
was interspersed with the auctioning of
the numerous items which Paul had persuaded local businesses to donate. Just
how some people managed to get their
winning items into their vehicles to take
home remains a mystery!
The Sunday route proved to be a major
challenge for Paul as he only found out a
couple of weeks before the event that the
Windermere Marathon was taking place
on the same day, on the same roads. This
required him to identify an alternative
route to avoid the many road closures.
Helen and Brian tell us that the drive was
a scenic one which took the cars to Coniston where the planned stop was at The
Bluebird Cafe for lunch and this was followed by a trip on a Steam Yacht Gondola for those able to board it. The alternative was to take in the Ruskin Museum
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AUTUMN 2016
NORTHERN GAMBOL THREE - (cont’d)
which houses the partially restored remains of
Donald Campbell's boat and displays the history of the Campbell dynasty and their speed
records.
The Rainbow Trust was the charity to benefit
from this year's event which raised an amazing
£2,250. It was an excellent idea to have two of
the charity reps spend the whole of Saturday
with us so they could get a flavour of what a
Sporting Bears' Tour is all about. Paul definitely
puts the fun into fundraising and he tells me he's
already thinking ahead to next year's event!
Fiona Davies

A wonderful step back in time at the
Beamish Museum
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BEAR FACTS
MIDLANDS BEARS REPORT - Lissa and Ian
As the nights start drawing in and winter is on its
way it's nice to be able to look back at the sunshine we seemed to be blessed with for all of
our summer events. As always, we would like to
say a fervent 'Thank You' to everyone who supported any of our events.
Back in May we held a Dream Rides event at
Stratford-upon-Avon Festival of Motoring to
raise money for 'Echoes' young carers, and despite a very rainy afternoon we were delighted

Spot the Gypsy Moth “hiding” in the
tree

lot of interest in our display. Thank you to
those members who were able to come
along, and we would like to give a special
mention to our friends Myk and Debs, who
had been interested in what The Bears did,
and drove down from The Wirral to join us
for the day. They are now new members, and although more northerly-based I'm sure we will see
them at a few Midlands events next year. We wish
we'd been able to get a photograph of the runaway Alpaca careering through the classic car section, but we did manage to capture the hedgehopping display by a local farmer in his Gypsy
Moth.
On Sunday 19th June there was another static display at Wellesbourne Wings and Wheels day, and
ours thanks go to those who were able to attend.
The Bears display is always popular at this event,

to be able to ultimately present 'Echoes' with a
cheque for £550. They were very grateful for the
money, and will put it to good use.
On Saturday 11th June we had a small static display at Woodford Halse Country Fair. The weather
was kind to us, and as always, the public showed a
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AUTUMN 2016
MIDLANDS BEARS REPORT (cont’d)

and the public had the chance to see some lovely
cars. Once again the weather was very kind, and
although a small glitch meant the Vulcan couldn't do
the second of it's fast taxi runs, it didn't detract
from a very good day, especially as we were
treated to the sight and sound of the new Aston
Martin Vulcan, which Aston Martin had very generously sent along for the day. The chance to get up
close and personal to both Vulcans at the end of
the day was an opportunity not to be missed.
Simon Hopcraft reports on Shelsley Walsh:
On the 17th July a group of Midlands Bears attended the ‘Classic Nostalgia’ Event at Shelsley Walsh.
The weather was kind and we enjoyed a lovely sunny
day.
An excellent pitch had been secured for the Club by
Ian Snelling right at the bottom of the Hill so everyone had to walk past our display on the way to see
the racing. We had a great mix of cars on the stand
but the star of the show was the RS200 belonging to
John Fellows which attracted a huge amount of attention.
As usual at Shelsley Walsh we enjoyed access to the
bustling paddock area and could see all of the cars
being worked on and prepared. There was a wide
range of entrants from vintage single seaters

through to classics and right up
to the fantastic group B rally
cars which included the works
Audi IMSA S4 GTO that was
driven on demonstration runs up
the hill by Hans-Joachim Stuck.
The star of the Day was undoubtedly when Hans-Joachim Stuck
followed in his father's footsteps
driving the iconic Auto Union
Type C similar to the one that
Hans Stuck drove on the Hill in
June 1936, just 80 years ago!
This incredible V16 Grand Prix
turned hill-climb-car that was
such a stunning technological
marvel at the time.
In addition to all this there were
a large number of classic cars on
display from various clubs and
even an aerobatics display to
keep the crowds entertained!
A thoroughly enjoyable day was had by all.
So what do we have to look forward to? As always,
we will be at The Classic Car Show at the NEC in
November, and will be returning once again to the
Practical Classics Classic Car & Restoration Show in
March.
Thank you all once again for your continued efforts
and support, and we hope to see you at an event
soon.
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BEAR FACTS
MIDDLE WALLOP DREAM RIDES - Marcus Barr
In July the Sporting Bears once again returned to
the Museum of Army Flying at Middle Wallop near
Andover, to provide Dream Rides for the children
and families of Muffins Dream Foundation and Naomi House & Jacks Place Children's Hospice.
This event is one of a handful of non-fundraising
events around the country that Sporting Bears or-

cars; the drivers
love it as they
get to keep driving for as long
as they want; the
families love it as
it is an event
specifically for
them to get involved; and the
volunteers love it
as they can see
just how much the
children enjoy it.

Some of the children brought their
own wheels and upstaged the
Sporting Bears

A lot of effort
goes on behind
the scenes to
make everything
run smoothly and provide the extra things the families need so the day is as accessible as possible.
We were expecting nearly 40 families - over twice
the number of visitors from last year. We separated single passenger cars and multi-passenger cars
into different garages to minimise queueing, which
worked fairly well but we will tweak the format for
next year. The big lesson learnt was that we need
m ore
booster
seats - a lot more
booster seats.

This sums up our visitors perfectly
ganise for the families of the charities we support.
The Middle Wallop event has grown year on year
from humble beginnings just four years ago, to an
amazing event this year which everyone involved
can be wholly proud of.
The format is quite simple; families are invited by
the Charities and we take the children and siblings
out for as many rides as possible in the day. The
children love it as they get to go in lots of different
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Hosting the event
is the Museum of
Army Flying who
offer free entry to
the Museum for all
volunteers
and
invited families their facility is fully accessible so
access and toilets
are no problem.
This little man came to the NEC
Their cafe is on the
last year just a couple of days out
of hospital and looks a real super
first floor with a
man now
lift and a great
view of the airfield, but with so many people and wheelchairs
coming it has proven to be a bottleneck at midday.

AUTUMN 2016
MIDDLE WALLOP DREAM RIDES - (cont’d)
cannot be more than a few moments away from
medical help. The airfield fire engine came out to
play and invited children the climb inside, and the
Historic Flight flew in a helicopter for people to
look at which caused some great fun getting everyone under control for it to land.

Even though he couldn’t go
for rides he really enjoyed
the cars
This time they really went the extra mile to make
things easier and relocated the cafe to an outdoor
marquee and ran a BBQ instead. Fortunately the
weather was very kind this year and the rain
stayed away.
The Army Air Corps let us use their airfield for the
garage area which gives plenty of space to keep
cars and people safely
apart, and provides a
good tarmac area for
wheelchairs to move
about easily. We use one
of the concrete aprons to
hoist from wheelchairs into
the cars and the children
enjoy being lifted out of Locked and loaded in
one car straight into an- the GT40
other. Also, we can use
the perimeter road to
give rides to children who

For the rides, the cars drive through the museum
carpark and out onto the public road for either a 6
mile or 10 mile
ride; we have
a special vehicle on standby
which has a
mobile hoist so
we can recover
any child from
cars on the
route
should
the need arise. This year we were also fortunate to
have the Sporting Bears Support Vehicle in attendance and a roving photographer. Also a local sign
maker donated some hi-viz direction arrows so nobody could get lost on the route! We run for two
and a half hours in the morning and in the afternoon, with an hour break in the middle of the day
to give everyone a rest and to allow visitors to walk
about the garage area.
Over the day we gave over 260 rides from 26
cars, we had many marques represented including: Lamborghini, Ferrari, Maserati, Porsche, Mercedes, Jaguar, Aston Martin, Lotus, TVR, Marcos,
Mini, Grinnall, Ford, Lexus, Nissan, Mazda, Holden,
but for some reason we continue to have no Audi.
Over half of the rides
were with multiple passengers so lots and lots of
miles for the smiles. A
huge thank you to everyone who came to help
with the registration, driving, loading, marshalling
etc; and helping with last
minute plugging the gaps
and the unforeseen. Many
of the children brought
their own wheels and it
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BEAR FACTS
MIDDLE WALLOP DREAM RIDES - (cont’d)
Hoisting facilities this
way

was amusing to see that some of the wheelchairs
cost more than some of the cars (up to £20,000+)!!
For this type of event we have to be aware that
some children cannot appear in photographs so
there has been some delay producing a gallery of
pictures, but this is now live on Facebook through
the Sporting Bears pages.
The upshot is that it was a very special day for a
lot of families. It was a day for them to be involved
and not have to stand by and watch, it was a day
when they could be a normal family in the crowd,
and maybe forget for a while the challenges they
face everyday. We had a small window on the
lives of the people we usually fundraise for and I
feel sure we all came away enriched, and a little
humbled from the experience. The families have
told us how grateful they are for us sharing our
passion in cars and for giving up our time (& fuel)
to help create some very precious memories. There

has been some fantastic feedback and I urge you
to go read some of it on the Muffins Dream, Naomi
House, and Sporting Bears Facebook pages. Here is
the message I received from Muffins Dream Foundation:

The historic flight sent over a helicopter
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AUTUMN 2016
MIDDLE WALLOP DREAM RIDES - (cont’d)

“Dear Marcus and all at Sporting Bears,
I and all at Muffins Dream would like to pass on our
heartfelt thanks for what was a truly magical day and
a wonderful memory making experience for our families. It is hard to put into words just what the event
has done for a lot of our families, from the memories
to the sheer thrill of small children being allowed out
in a sports car. It is one of the few events that Muffins
does throughout the year that make us as a team get
emotional as we see the impact the event and experience has on the children, the siblings, and the parents
on the day and for many months, even years afterwards.
All of you may enjoy driving your sports cars and
believe that is all you are doing for our families but it
goes beyond that, you make children and parents
forget for just a few hours - minutes even - the suffering they are going through and made them just be a
family again. To be able to do that is something very
special indeed and we are truly thankful for all of

your time and effort in making the day such a wonderful success.
Once again a massive thank you from all of us and
our muffins.
Kind regards - Charlie Porter (CEO Muffins Dream
Foundation)”
If you have not attended one of the Fun-Raising
Dream Rides events around the country then I
strongly encourage you to volunteer for your local
one. This is a fantastic and humbling opportunity to
meet the people we support through our fundraising
activities. If there isn't one nearby and you think
there should be, then please do consider organising
it yourself; contact your area rep for help.
Thank you for reading and looking forward to Middle Wallop in 2017
Marcus Barr.
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BEAR FACTS
ALBERT DOCK, Liverpool 2016
Albert Dock once again generously invite Sporting Bears
to bring Dream Rides to the side of the Mersey and raise
smiles. Dream Rides area repeated last years successful
placing in front of the imposing pillars of the Slavery Museum steps. As always we would place cars at the main
gates opposite the Hilton Hotel and crossing to Liverpool
ONE, but what else do we now have to announce Sporting Bears are here...........I know.......let’s roll into town with
the newly branded bright yellow Bears truck.......what an

announcement, it was stunning in the Liverpool sunshine
and clearly made a statement.
As always Sporting Bears events are only as good as the
members who volunteer and whilst Stuart set the truck
into location another team transformed the paved area
into the Bears garage, pedestrian barriers and yet again
Ben MC Gammon started the seasons PA system to amplify the silken tones of Max.........(guess who writes this
bit then!) and his rather cool Dream Ride GTR. From close
by we see the Hawk Startos reappear from hibernation
alongside regulars and new members alike.
Cars park up with Paul from Merseyside Police arriving
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and later the Fire Engine to add the fabulous support
always offered on Merseyside. Of course it is apt we are
raising money for Claire House Children’s Hospice, which
has been close to the hearts of North West Bears for
many years now and was cemented all those years ago
with the first Aintree event too. The volunteers from Claire
House arrived with beaming smiles and sunshine. So cars
by the truck, in the garage area and at the front dock
gates......large yellow truck, booking desk planned, PA,
Police, Fire.........what’s missing........ O yes a few Star

Wars characters to add a little difference thanks to volunteers from UK Garrison, we’re ready to start NW
2016 Dream Rides!
Each year we see a mix of shoppers, hen groups and
Beatles fans walking along Albert Dock sharing our passion for cars and charity by taking Dream Rides and this
year was no different - well except for the Stormtroopers I guess.

AUTUMN 2016
ALBERT DOCK (cont’d)
Chair, George, Mike& Gem, Ty, Cara, ZuZu, Charlie
and more, keeping the drivers busy with help from Graham again.
2016 officially announced and always regardless of the
weather, the smiles give the biggest shine at Albert
Dock, thank you all.

So from the latest BMW i8..........(no one mention it
broke!) to the classic Healey (didn’t break!) we have an
amazing choice for everyone. So while all the cars are
out it creates a space for the Beer Goggle Challenge simple walk 10 steps in a straight line, that’s easy, then
turn and repeat with the goggles on. For those that don’t
know as you read this, the goggles give the wearer the
effect of being drunk and it is hilarious for others to
watch as you try to make your feet simply follow heel to
toe. Unsuspecting folk are invited to try, but only after
they have donated to provide Liverpool live entertainment. To complete the day Claire Bear appeared and
cars kept rolling, which meant that monies were also totting up, in fact £2,432 raised to help the children in the
North West.
Of course none of this is possible without the team of
helpers, bolstered by the Bears support vehicle, all new
and fully loaded (Simon has an eye for covert lights and
cones), Jo helping on desk as always, but now as Vice
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BEAR FACTS
THIRLESTANE DREAM RIDES - Dick Nortcliffe
The traditional pre-setting-up lunch at the Lauderdale was attended this year by a staggering number of volunteers assembled from the Bears and the
MG club who had decided to pool resources and
help us if we would help them. In the absence of
poor Kate who had been ill all of the previous week,
we were very grateful to Mary at the Lauderdale

who responded to my piecemeal requests for “one
more please” with total aplomb; the staff on the
day also coped admirably with the increased numbers so a big thank you to them all.
We then made our way to the castle to set up for
our 11th appearance at the Borders Vintage Automobile Club's Motoring Extravaganza. The weather
was great, and we set to with enthusiasm, only to be
greeted with the surprising news that the space for
our marquees had been reduced considerably, as
the castle wished to have an outdoor section of the
café. Nothing daunted, after twirling the big marquee around several times (not as easy as it sounds)
to see how it looked, and after some thought, we hit
upon the only reasonable solution, which was to
have the big and middle marquees as one large
space containing booking, driver refreshments and
charity spaces. Several comments were received
from onlookers that they thought it made more visual
impact this way anyway, so we may dispense with
the small gazebo in future years. The whole thing,
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including the MG Club’s cathedral-like new gazebo
frame, were completed to a high level since no bad
weather was expected.
Sunday started out very misty and quite chilly, and
on the trip back to Thirlestane we were wondering
whether the promised fine weather would materialize. We needn’t have worried; the mist cleared, the
clouds disappeared and we had the
best weather that we could remember for the whole day. The overall
setting looked splendid, the crowds
came out, and we were in business.
A couple of days previously we had
had the disappointing news that neither of James McChlery’s Lamborghinis would be available, but we
had a good mix of interesting cars,
and our chairman Lisa had promised
to come with Bob and the Bentley
Continental GT, so we had a full garage. The long distance medal for
drivers went once again to Keith and
Anne Borkett, who we were very
pleased to see, and we were also
delighted to have Steve Chant as
garage boss, and his wife Jane who,
with Anne, once again helped out in
the driver refreshment role.
As well as Lisa’s Bentley, first-time cars and drivers
in the garage were Mark Wynn’s TVR Tuscan, Harry
Lawrie’s Mercedes SL 500, Christopher Cooney’s
Panther Kallista, and Jeff Ferris’s Marcos Mantara.
Other first-time cars with regular drivers were Mark
McKail’s very quick Lotus Exige, and Richard Webber’s Porsche Cayman S, the Lancia not being avail-

AUTUMN 2016
THIRLESTANE DREAM RIDES - (cont’d)
able.
As usual, several cars paraded in front of the public
in the “show ring”, with in-the-ring commentary from
BVAC; Fiona had previously given a fine talk over
the PA promoting the Dream Rides, ably followed
by CHAS charity representative Laura Foreman,
describing who it was all for. We managed to send
out some 90 rides, which was somewhat less than
last year but still a creditable result. Top draw was
Mark McKail’s Exige, closely followed by Mike’s
Dino and James’ Nissan GTR.
A special thank-you is due to Graham Chappell
who came along despite not having a drive this
year, and for his generous donation of 2000 bookPolars, who worked so hard before and on the day
to make it a success, and enjoyable for everyone.
Pat and I definitely couldn’t have done it without
you.
I have no embarrassment whatsoever in including
some text from an Email from Lisa Binfield, since I
think it’s deserved by us all:
“What an amazing event, so well run, totally relaxed
and thoroughly enjoyable so a massive thank you to
you all for a tremendous job. Bob and I have expressed many times over the last few days how much
we enjoyed the event and we would love to consider
coming next year.”
Dick Nortcliffe
ing cards to his own excellent design.
The Dream Rides event raised a total
of £2,495, the rides total being
topped up by public donations, selling badges, and the raffle for Big
Bear. The total will go to the Children’s Hospice Association Scotland
represented by Laura and her boyfriend Nick, who thoroughly enjoyed
their day and their rides, although
Laura seemed to have some trouble
dressing in the passenger seat of a
Westfield.
We had a number of Polars visit the
stand including Tony Woods, Bill and
Karen Niven and Helen and Brian
Kirkness, who were attending with
the Edinburgh MG Club. A very big
thanks to all the drivers and all the
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BEAR FACTS
CURBOROUGH TRACK DAY - (Graham Forskitt)
After a relatively quiet spring the Shire Bears
roared into life in June at the first of 2 visits this

test of car and driver, whatever you are driving.
Much of the afternoon was taken up with the
age-old question of which one is better, Caterham or Westfield? Cue Graham Moody in
his Caterham Superlight R300 and Dave Muttock in his Westfield SeiW 130 - I’m not sure
but I think the answer was left for another
day.

After another superb day out at the track all

year to Curborough Sprint Circuit that is run by the
Shenstone and District Car Club.
Following some very stormy weather the previous
week we were lucky enough to have perfect conditions for a spot of track action with it staying dry
all day and pleasantly warm - however, we decided to make a storm of our own. Peter Robinson

the takings were reckoned up and a grand total of £1377.87 was raised for Whizz-kidz, all
of which has gone to the charity due to the
event being sponsored by the Shenstone and
District Car Club, who kindly allowed us to use
the track and facilities free of charge. Our next
visit to Curborough is September 17th where
we are raising money in aid of Scotty’s Little
Soldiers.

fired up his 7 litre AC Cobra and created his own thunder, whilst Kev Jarman
flashed around the track in his Ariel Atom
as quick as lightning.
The morning session consisted of two laps
of the outer circuit, which gives everyone
the opportunity to get to know the track
and their capabilities! After lunch things
get a little trickier as we use the figure
of eight layout. This is a more complete
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You can change the name, but for the Bears and
many visitors this event is still an excellent event
built on the core struggle of British weather - so

nounce that The Sporting Bears are here. Guided
through the gate skilfully by Stuart along the field
edge - and he only got stuck once!
Next was the Gazebo set up and planning the car run, while watching The Ross
on his practice and demonstration laps in
the Jaguar XKR V8, which boosted the
pot by company donation of £1,000
from Noddle.
Everything was set up, the Friday campers were ready for the early start with
full days ahead on Saturday and Sunday. Once more the weekend was full on
with new Bears experiencing Dream

what, we’re here for the
cars, with close up track
action, with proper cars
going for it and fond
memories of mud. Again
no mud drama so we’ll
talk about cars and action.
We were also once again
on track with, well some
call him David, we just
know him as The Ross.
With set up on Friday, we
received the truck into position to once again anRides for the first time alongside Cholmondeley
regulars. With warnings of mud on the joining instructions it was thrilling to see the turn out from all
the volunteer drivers, helpers and even a
Stormtrooper!
New cars included the colourful RS2000 and TVR
Tuscan, with regulars in Bentleys and Atoms and of
course Mr Ben “bring on the sound” Gammon
sending support to create a wall of sound - no Phil
Spectre when Max hits the microphone we know.
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a fun way of helping raise money for them.
During both days we had a mild mix of weather,
which allowed our cars to keep moving and keep
driving the miles to create the smiles. One young
chap had saved all his birthday money to take a
Dream Ride, so we sang Happy Birthday (sorry)
and he chose an Aston Martin. The furthest travelled was nearly awarded to Colin from New
Zealand till we realised he lived close by now, so
although lots crossed The Pennines and dropped in

We were once
again
raising
money for the
local Wingate
Special
Children’s Trust who
had a stand in
the main exhibitors village to
talk about the
valuable help
they
provide
and to mention
Dream Rides as

from the NE, Mike Webber once again made the
trip from the Polars. Mike
is a regular driver and
helper at events across
the country and sums up
the go to attitude Bears
have to share their cars
for charity.
The Forces even popped
across and we set up a
photo shoot with their
rides at the weekend - I
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couldn’t tell which looked better, the machines
with or without some of the team.......but when
offered Dream Rides that had been donated by
one of the Bears, they still had to complete the
forms, yes you can sign up to serve your country,
but get used to the form filling! After experiencing the GTR, Seven and Exige we took the cars
across for a final weekend pic, which even made
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it to the front cover of this magazine.
With no live music this year, but amazing track
action as always CPaS was another hit with the
public who donated £6,995 over two days. A big
thank you to all the Bears who make this fabulous
club live up to the line Driving for Charity.
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Forthcoming Events
October 2016
2
Haynes Social, Somerset

Baz Firth

01935 452771 surfingbears@sportingbears.co.uk

November 2016
6
Haynes Social, Somerset
11-13 Lancaster Insurance Classic Motor Show

Baz Firth
Andrew Lake

01935 452771 surfingbears@sportingbears.co.uk
07749 286802 andrew.lake@talk21.com

December 2016
4
Haynes Social, Somerset
10
Miles for Smiles

Baz Firth
Clive Ford

01935 452771 surfingbears@sportingbears.co.uk
01983 407592 clivef@uwclub.net

February 2017
5
Annual General Meeting, Gaydon

Neville Colvin

07939 818196 secretary@sportingbears.co.uk

March 2017
31-02 Practical Classics Restoration Show, NEC

Alan Moss

01283 516114 alangmoss@hotmail.co.uk

May 2017
5-7
Ye Northern Gambol Forth

Paul Bonsall

01539 623242 enquiries@fatlamb.co.uk

Bear Essentials - The Member’s monthly e-mail
Firstly, I must apologise to those of you who don’t use e-mail. This item is for those who do. The Question I
am asking is - do you receive a copy of Bear Essentials by e-mail? If you do then that’s great. If however
you are not receiving it and would like to, you need to do a couple of things:
1.
2.

Confirm with the membership secretary (membership@sportingbears.co.uk) that we have your current
e-mail address and then keep us up to date with any future changes.
Make sure that sportingbears.co.uk is not being blocked by your mail handler or firewall.

Bear Essentials and important club e-mails will be contained within a page like the one below. Bear Essentials is normally sent out during the six month summer season. You can unsubscribe at any time in the future
should you change your mind.
If you have any problems, contact
webmaster@sportingbears.co.uk
Cheers,
Andy
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